
Roll Call
Present:

Absent:
Others Present:

CITY OF CHELSEA
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING

Tuesday, October 11 ,2005
Washington Street Education Center

Mayor Feeney, City Manager Steklac, Clerk Burtch
Council Members Present: Hammer, Lindauer, Myles, Bollinger,
and Albertson
Council Member Merkel
Lisa Allmendinger, Brad Roberts, Jim Drolett, Rob Jones,
Christine Linfield, Jennifer Kundak, Derik & Susan Heumann,
Steven Fisher, Joanne Grosh, John Frank, Brian Cashman, Gary
Adams, Larry Bean, Kristen von Reesema, Tom Larder, Dayle
Wright, Nate Zill, S. Personke, Mark Ouimet, Metta Lansdale

Mayor Feeney called the meeting to order at 7:30 p.m

Pledqe of Alleqiance

Approval Of Gonsent Aqenda
1. Meeting Minutes of Regular meeting of September 27,2005
2. Approval of Bills

MOVED Hammer SECONDED to approve minutes and bills as presented. AllAyes
Motion Carried.

Approval of Reqular Aqenda
MOVED Myles SECONDED Hammer to approve the regular agenda with the addition of
Police Vehicles to #3 of New Business. All Ayes. Motion Carried.

Public Comments
Lynn Fox addressed council on her concerns regarding the Water Hearing Committee
and when the next meeting will be.

Old Business
1 . Update on the lnstallation of Sidewalks at M52 and Old US 12

City Engineer, Christine Linfield informed council on the progress of the sidewalks at
M52 and Old US 12. The sketches and drawings should be submitted by the end of the
week and should still be able to get sidewalks constructed this year along M52. On Old
US 12 that portion is no longer in the City's jurisdiction, so we will be contacting MDOT
regarding the sidewalks on that portion of that road.

There was a question on whether the State had problem with the drawings. City
Engineer Christine Linfield stated that there was a letter received by the City stating that
the State only needed the cross-section information.
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New Business
1. Schedule Work Session on Emergency Preparedness

Looking at scheduling a work session on either November 1 or November 29 at 7 a.m. or
7 p.m.

2. City Manager Vehicle Lease

The City Manager's Employment Agreement states that the City Manager is provided
with a leased vehicle. The City Manager was provided with a leased 2003 Dodge
lntrepid. The three-year lease for that vehicle expires on October 22,2005.

The three dealerships in Chelsea were approached to provide quotes for a replacement
vehicle. Quotes were provided on a Chrysler 300, Chevrolet lmpala, and Ford Five
Hundred for a 36-month (12,000 miles per year) lease.

MOVED Bollinger SECONDED Albertson to approve the 3-year lease of the Ford Five
Hundred SEL from Palmer Ford Sales, lnc, for the City Manager's business vehicle. All
Ayes. Motion Carried.

3. Purchase of Police Vehicles

Bids were sought for two vehicles to replace a 2001 Ford Crown Victoria (Car No 2) with
88,172 miles and a 1999 Ford Crown Victoria (Car No. 3) with 119,832 miles.

Bids were sought from three major police vehicle dealerships using the State of
Michigan bid and Macomb County bid specification for a 2006 Ford Crown Victoria
Police lnterceptor. Signature Ford of Central Lake, Michigan; Jurgensen Ford of Detroit,
Michigan; and Palmer Motor Sales of Chelsea, Michigan submitted quotes.

MOVED Bollinger SECONDED Albertson to approve the purchase of two Ford Crown
Victoria Police lnterceptor vehicles from Palmer Ford Sales for the total price of $37,950.
and that the purchase will include a factory repair manual for the service department. All
Ayes. Motion Carried.

4. Citizen Committee Report on Water Supply/Treatment Options

On June 28, 2005, the City Council established a citizens committee to study water and
wastewater issues. Some of the tasks for the Committee to research and discuss
included: the future and/or continued use of reverse osmosis treatment for water
softening, options to address water system firm capacity, and Water Treatment Plant
expansion and treatment technologies.

The Chelsea Citizens WaterMastewater Study Committee has been meeting and
researching the tasks related to the water system.

Steven Wright gave presentation to Council and answered questions.

Much discussion ensued
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Wastewater Superintendent Brad Roberts stated that there is a State Revolving Fund in
which the City would need to provide a plan to the State of Michigan in order to be
eligible to receive funding. The City would need to apply by July 2006 in order to get
money in 2007.

Council Gommittees

Mayor Feeney reported to Council that she presented a proclamation to an Eagle Scout
on Sunday. Mayor Feeney reported that Sylvan Township is working at getting an
antenna on the water tower to provide wireless internet connection.

Council member Lindauer reported to Council that the Board of Education meeting
included the annual audit presentation.

Council member Bollinger reported to Council that Chelsea Area Fire Authority held Fire
Chief interviews last Friday and have selected a Chief. Hope to have the new chief on
board by the third week of November.

Council member Hammer reported to Council that Western Washtenaw Recycling
Authority held a work session to discuss layout of property and special assessment
information.

ADJOURNMENT
MOVED Lindauer SECONDED Myles to adjourn at 9:57 p.m. AllAyes, Motion Carried

Approved: October 25, 2005

Arln E. Feeney, Mayor

-]Wue?- LtÍat.-.
Tere s a B urtch,-City Clerk
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2006 Ford Crown Victoria Police lnterceptor
B¡d Summary

Equipment

P71
LM
I

W
7204
720A'
7204
720A.
99W
44U
T23
157

35
5C

476
478
51Y
53M
56M
58F

Bidding Dealers Date

Description

POLICE INTERCEPTOR
Royal blue
CLTH BKTS VNL R

DARK CHARCOAL
DUAL EXAUST
POLICE PACKAGE
DR/PASS AIR BAG
H-D BATTERY
4.6 OHC EFrVS
ELEC AOD TRANS
P255I6OVR16 BSA
INOP RR DR LOCK
KEY CODE 1294X
3.27 RATIO TRAC
LAMP PRE-WIRE
C/LAMPS DISABLE
DUAL SPOTLAMPS
NOISE SUPRES
FLEET INCENTIVE
ELEC AJFM RADIO

9115t2005

Jurgensen Ford
8333 Michigan Ave
Detroit, Mi.48210
313-584-2464
Jim Lamarr
Bid

B¡d

$'19,879.00

$19,000.00

$18,975.00

Signature Ford
P.O. Box242
Central Lake, Mi 49622
8BB--923-5338
Bill Stenbech
Bid 1011t2005

Palmer Motor Sales
222 S. Main St.
Chelsea, Mi. 48118
734-475-1301
Mike Kushmaul
Bid 10t5t2005

Attached are the actual bid sheets



Unit Year Make

Chelsea Police
Fleet

Model Color Plate Vin#

2FAFP71W41Xt84711
2FAFP71W6XX198635
2FAFP71W6XX181222
1GNEC13294J294857
2FAFP71W64X176419

Car #2
Car #3
Chief
K-9
Car #1

Ford
Ford
Ford
Chevy
Ford

432x85
512x44
465x99
056x62
622x58

2001
1 999
1 999
2004
2004

Crown Victor Blue
Crown Victor Gray
Crown Victor Dk Blue
Tahao Dk Blue
Crown Victor Blue

Mileage
10t11t2005
88712
1 1 9832
83400
r8019
31240

Assignment
Paton
Schneider
Sumner
Boham
Cornell
Francis

Motor Units are serviced by certified CPD techniclans
2005 Harley Davidson FLHTPI Black 052x5
2005 Harley Davidson FLHTPI Black 052x8
2005 Harley Davidson FLHTPI Black 065x9
2005 Harley Davidson FLHTPI Black 065x8
2005 Harley Davidson FLHTPI Black 052x7
2005 Harley Davidson FLHTPI Black 052x6

Average Service to Fleet, service provided by the Village Garage
Car Miles Tires O¡l Breaks
Car #1 28000 2 sets per year 12 Changes 2 sets W rotors
Car #2 28000 2 sets per year 12 Changes 2 sets ú rotors
Car #3 14000 1 Set per year 6 Changes I set w/ rotors
K-9 14000 1 Set per year 6 Changes 1 set w/ rotors
Chief 14000 1 Set per year 6 Changes 1 set w/ rotors

Per year



CITY OF CHELSEA _ WATER SUPPLY/TREATMENT OPTIONS
CIIELSEA CITIZENS WATER/WASTE\ryATER STUDY COMMITTEE

OCTOBER 2OO5

Committee Members: Lawrence Bean, Brian Cashman, Jim Finch, John Frank, Brian
Gunderson, Anne Merkel, Kristin van Reesema, Steve Wright

INTRODUCTION

The Chelsea Citizens Study Committee has been gathering information regarding
the water and wastewater systems in the City of Chelsea with the objective of making
recommendations to the City Council regarding future plans for developing and operating
these systems. Because of the more immediate needs to move forward with planning for
the water supply system, we are presenting this report regarding only issues directly
related to water supply and treatment. 'We intend to more closely examine issues
surrounding the wastewater collection and treatment systems in the near future.

Following is a list of specific recoÍrmendations from the committee. These are
listed immediately below and a more complete discussion for the basis of each
recoÍrmendation is provided in the ensuing paragraphs. Since the committee has been in
relatively close consultation with City personnel, it is understood that the City is moving
forward to implement some of the recommendations. Some recoÍìmendations are based
upon apresumption of the occuffence of other outcomes that are not certain at this time;
these assumptions are detailed in the discussion that follows.

WATER SUPPLY RECOMMENDATIONS

In order to solve the City's firm capacity problem, pursue the following actions:

Short-term
o 'Work with Sylvan Township to provide an emergency connection capability

between the two systems; Chelsea will also need an agreement for the required
flow to be provided from Sylvan Township if demand exceeds the supply
capability of the Chelsea system.

o Increase the pumping capacity of one or more of the following wells in the old
well field: 1, 1A or 3;

Long-term
Increase groundwater pumping capacity by upgrading existing water supply wells,
or installing new wells.
Implement a public education program related to water conservation and usage as

a method to reduce peak water demands;

a

a
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WATER TREATMENT RECOMMENI}ÄTIONS
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BASIS FOR SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

WATER SUPPLY RECOMMENDATIONS

The City is currently under a development limitation imposed by the MDEQ in part
because of a lack of firm capacity in the water supply system. This issue must be
addressed regardless of other decisions that are made with regards to system operation.
Firm capacity refers to the water flow that can be supplied from all of the City water
supply sources (groundwater wells) under the condition that the largest single water
source is not operable. The MDEQ requires firm capacity equal to or greater than the
maximum day demand. The required firm capacity is on the order of 1.3 million gallons
per day (mgd) and will most likely increase in the future as continued development
connects new users to the system. The committee feels that the solution to the firm
capacity problem should be addressed on a short-term basis with an approach that can be
implemented relatively quickly followed up by action that provides a more permanent
solution to probable increases in water demand.

Short-term:

Work with Sylvan Township to provide an emergency connection capability
between the two systems

This action is regarded primarily as a step to increase the reliability of both the City
of Chelsea and the Sylvan Township water supply systems rather than as a method to
increase the City's water supply capacity. It is the understanding of the committee that
the MDEQ will allow the connection between the two water systems to serve as a short
term solution to the firm capacity problem subject only to the requirement that an
agreement be in place between the municipalities (Chelsea and Sylvan Township). A
permanent solution to the firm capacity requirements can be achieved if the connection is
metered and an agreement for Sylvan Township to provide the necessary water to the
City is filed with the MDEQ. However, this latter action does not appear to be a
desirable one to the committee and it is also understood that the City is not pursuing that
alternative.

Note that the firm capacity limitation does not indicate a current inability to supply
water to system users, but rather an inability under the extreme conditions of maximum
day demand and the major water source being inoperable at the same time. Connecting
the Sylvan Township and Chelsea water supply systems together increases the reliability
of both systems without actually requiring that water be delivered from one system to the
other. The committee understands that an agreement between Chelsea and Sylvan
Township is in the implementation phase on the basis that the actual connection would be
used only in the event of a water emergency. Because this connection can be
implemented for relatively low cost and because doing so will increase the reliability of
both systems to provide emergency water supply, implementing this cross connection is
recommended.
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Increase the pumping capacity at one or more of the following wells in the old well
fïeld: 1, 1A or 3

An additional action that can be implemented over the short term and for relatively
low cost is to increase the installed pumping capacity of one or more of the wells in the
old well field (current understanding of the problem is that replacement of two pumps
will be required). Members of the committee have been in close communication with
City personnel to understand the basis for the current fìrm capacity limitation and the
outcomes of various corrective action alternatives. From this interaction, it has become
clear that the difference in firm capacity between what had been previously reported to
MDEQ (about 2.1 mgd) and what currently exists (approximately 1.15 mgd) arose due to
the construction of the new water treatment system several years ago. Installing the new
water treatment plant at a location several feet higher in elevation and located some 4000
feet from the old well field reduced the capacity of existing pumps to deliver flow to the
water treatment plant. The current firm capacity calculation is based on deriving all of
the system inflow from the old well field since the new well at the water treatment plant
location is the largest capacity well in the system and therefore is removed from the firm
capacity analysis. Calculations have indicated that the two oldest wells, referred to as

wells 1 and 1A currently contribute almost negligibly to the firm capacity under the
existing configuration. Therefore, increasing the pumping capacity of one or more of the
wells can provide the relatively small difference between the current firm capacity and
the amount that will be necessary to meet state requirements. Wells 1, 1A and 3 have
been identified as possible targets for pump replacement. The specific choices are
dependent on a number of factors that are logistical in nature such as whether there is
adequate power currently available at the particular well house. A more detailed
investigation to address engineering issues should be implemented immediately in order
to quickly identify the most appropriate course of action.

At the current time, there are several developments in various stages of planning or
implementation that will result in additional water customers and presumably an increase
in the firm capacity requirement. These include both developments within the current
City limits as well as Lima Township development for which City services could be
provided under a 425 agreement. Just meeting the current firm capacity requirement will
not provide for the potential additional system demand under current water use patterns.
Therefore the City must make plans to limit the increase in firm capacity by controlling
development and/or altering water usage by system customers or else provisions must be
made for providing additional water to the system.

Long-term:

Increase groundwater pumping capacity by upgrading existing water supply wells,
or installing new wells

There are two courses of action that the committee has discussed that could increase
the water supply available to the City. These are 1.) Increase the pumping capacity in the
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old well field and 2.) Install new pumping wells at the location of the water treatment
plant. The committee has identified information gaps that prevent the development of an
absolute recommendation between the two alternatives but our preference would be to
follow the first approach provided that there are no issues that limit the ability to
implement this solution. The following paragraphs discuss the basis for the
recommendation as well as the issues that need to be resolved to determine the feasibility
of implementation.

When the water treatment plant was in its old location, the pumping capacity from
the four original wells was estimated to be about 2.15 mgd, an amount far in excess of the
current firm capacity requirement. Provided that this pumping capacity can be restored,
then the City's water supply need for the foreseeable future could be met with the five
existing wells. As discussed above, the main reason that the pumping capacity from
these four wells has dropped to I . 1 5 mgd is the inability of the existing pumps to provide
the additional lift required to get the water into the treatment plant. By appropriate
replacement of all of the four pumps, the original pumping capacity could be restored.
This solution would be far less expensive than constructing new wells to meet the
additional demand. We have analyzed the capacity of the twelve-inch supply line
conveying flow to the water treatment plant and have determined that it is not a limiting
factor. Replacing the pumps in three of the wells should be sufficient to meet firm
capacity requirements for the near future and the fourth pump could be replaced if
demand increases in the future.

There are at least two possible limitations that could make this solution unattractive.
One is that there is some concern that the wells in the old wellfield maybe withdrawing
surface water from Letts Creek. Although the committee recognizes this possibility, we
have not been provided with information that will allow us to assess that assertion. If
there is information available to back up this concern, the committee would like to be
provided access to it. It if is not available, then an investigation should be conducted to
define any possible interactions between surface and groundwaters. The second issue is
that there is concern that phosphorus levels in the groundwater from the old wells may
not allow the RO concentrate to meet the requirements for a surface water discharge
permit to Letts Creek. If this is in fact the situation, then a strong argument for
eliminating the old well field from the water supply system canbe made. However, the
committee has not been provided with supporting data despite requests that we have
made to have it provided. We are not certain what data is available but we have no way
to evaluate the issue in the absence of specifìc data. An additional alternative that should
be explored if the two mentioned concerned are verified would be to deepen some or all
of the existing wells; however, we do not believe that there is information available to
determine whether this is a viable alternative or not and a further investigation would be
required to determine the feasibility of deepening the wells.

The second potential solution involves installing two new wells at the water
treatment plant. This action would allow the complete abandonment of the old well field
and the provision of all the water supply from the aquifer near the water treatment plant.
The committee understands that this is the currently planned course of action. We also
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understand that it is intended that the twelve-inch supply line delivering flow from the old
well field to the water treatment plant would then be used to carry the RO concentrate
discharge to Letts Creek under the condition that the NPDES permit is acquired. The
committee is concerned about several aspects of this course of action:

. All of the City's water supply would be coming from a single location in a
single aquifer. A single groundwater contamination event would destroy the
entire water supply for the City. We do not believe (although we are not
certain) that the emergency connection with Sylvan Township would be an
adequate resolution to such a catastrophic occurrence since we do not think
that Sylvan Township can provide the firm capacity both for itself and the
City.

. There is no guarantee that the current aquifer at the water treatment plant can
provide the full needs of the City in the near future. Although the
groundwater investigation performed at the time the new well was installed
indicated that2 mgd could be produced on a sustained basis, members of the
committee are aware of other situations where groundwater capacity has not
met expectations.

. By using the existing twelve-inch line for the discharge line for the RO
concentrate, the old well field would be permanently removed as a water
source. A decision to follow this course of action would necessarily have to
be made within the next few months if it is intended to implement the solution
once the anticipated NPDES permit is obtained. This requires making a

number of premature decisions based on assumed outcomes that may not
occur.

The committee recognizes that the location of the old well field and the shallow
depth of the wells make it more prone to surface contamination. However, we believe
that it is premature to consider abandoning it at the present time without carefully
exploring the technical issues associated with such a decision. In particular, we feel that
the potential ramifications of a nearly immediate decision to abandon the use of the
twelve-inch supply line and convert it to a discharge line for the RO concentrate for
which the City ma)¡ obtain a NPDES permit make this a risky action. A separate
discharge line could be provided at a relatively moderate cost and will allow more
flexibility in operating the system in the future.

Implement a public education program related to water conservation and usage as a
method to reduce peak demands on the water supply

A water use ordinance was implemented during the current summer of 2005 due to an
observed inability of the current system to keep up with water use during periods of peak
demand. This problem is not specifically related to the firm capacity problem but rather
relates to capacity limitations of the current water softening system. After
implementation of the water use restrictions, the system has apparently been able to meet
the water demands. The problem is not water use, per se, but rather the pattern of water
use that is causing the problem. Making City residents aware of how they might make
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small changes in their water use patterns could make a difference that might avoid
capacity increases in the future. The City should implement a public education program
to achieve the objective of reducing peak demands on the water supply system.

WATER TREATMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

Short-term

Continue to provide water softening at the water treatment plant, assuming the City
can receive a MDEQ permit to discharge the reverse osmosis waste stream into
Letts Creek.

This recommendation is based on the critical assumption that the City will be able to
receive aNPDES permit from the MDEQ to discharge the RO-concentrate to Letts
Creek. Currently, a pilot scale study is underway to determine whether an alternate anti-
scalant chemical can be used to get the phosphorus concentrations low enough to satis$r
the TMDL requirements for the Huron River V/atershed. While the initial results appear
promising, it is understood that nothing is guaranteed at this time with regards to
approval of the NPDES permit. It is also presumed that issues other than phosphorus
concentrations will not influence the granting of the discharge permit, but there is no
guarantee of that condition. If the current pilot study proves unsuccessful, other
treatment alternatives should be explored. Should the City be unable to obtain the
NPDES permit, then serious consideration will need to be made with regards to shutting
down the RO operation because of its several negative impacts on the wastewater
treatment plant. A resolution to this critical question should be available within the next
few months.

Abandoning water softening treatment and letting individual residents make their own
decisions on water softening is not cost effective. Many existing homes in the City had
water softeners removed with the installation of the RO system under the premise that
home softening would not be required and many newer homes did not have water
softening equipment installed. For many residents, there would be a need to install
water-softening capability in the home if the city does not provide it. From a cost
perspective, it cannot be efficient to have point-of-use water softening with individual
units in each home in comparison to providing softening at a central facility.
Furthermore, unless the plumbing is altered, drinking water softened with a sodium ion
exchange system can result in adverse health effects due to increase in sodium
consumption, requiring regeneration with more expensive potassium chloride. There also
are issues associated with the environmental discharge of concentrated brine regeneration
water. Overall, while individual softening units allow citizens latitude on costs they
choose to bear for water softening, it does not appear to be an effective alternative
compared to a centralized water softening treatment process since the high mineral
hardness of the Chelsea water supply guarantees that most residents will choose to soften
their water.
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Lonq-term

General Discussion

It is recognized that many citizens and public officials are frustrated by the many
problems that have been encountered to date with the operation of the reverse osmosis
(RO) water softening system. A review of the circumstances that have evolved over the
last three years indicates that there is plenty of room for finger pointing to assign blame
for why the system has not operated correctly. However, one of the key issues is that the
iron removal treatment upstream from the RO units did not have all of its problems
resolved when the RO system went into operation. The membrane fouling appears to
have been primarily caused by that problem.

However, many of these issues are in the past, and there is nothing that can be done
to deal with them now. The issue now is where the City goes from here. It appears that a
decision will need to be made relatively soon regarding increasing the water treatment
capacity. It is the understanding of the committee that the water softening operation is
the current limiting factor in controlling the amount of water that can be supplied to the
water distribution system but that the capacity on iron removal treatment is only
somewhat greater and it will also need to be addressed in any water treatment plant
capacity expansion.

One of the major issues in arriving at a recommendation is developing accurate
estimates of costs associated with various treatment alternatives. The committee was
unable to develop detailed cost estimates and so have to rely on some rather rough
estimates in ranking altematives. It is conceivable that our recoÍtmendation would
change in the light of more accurate information and it may be prudent to spend some
effort in more carefully evaluating alternatives prior to a final decision.

Another issue that has been troublesome to many individuals is the waste stream
from the RO treatment operation. The daily volumes of water that currently go to the
wastewater treatment plant and which would hopefully be discharged to Letts Creek in
the future are seen as a major negative aspect of the system operation. While it is true
that the discharge volumes are greater than initially projected, it appears that this
discrepancy is not necessarily due to poor plant performance, but instead was due to
incorrect initial projections of the efficiency of the separation process. Any other
treatment process will also generate waste streams as well and these need to be
considered in any decision. Fortunately, regardless of the current limits on development
due to the lack of firm capacity, Chelsea does not have a lack of available water sources
and there are choices that can be implemented at relatively low cost to provide additional
sources, two of which are discussed above. Therefore, a concem that we shouldn't waste
this water because we don't have it available is not valid. The cost of providing this extra
water should be considered as an added cost to the RO system operation however.

Rather than specific recommendations, the following discussion centers on the
relevant choices that are deemed to be available with regards to water softening options.
This discussion is rather generic in nature since we don't have access to the detailed
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information that would be required to carefully evaluate various alternatives.
Nevertheless, the discussion represents current thinking on the issues and is subject to
change after consideration of more detailed information. The following list provides a

short discussion of the general choices with regards to water softening treatment that the
City could have available.

Continue with the reverse osmosis system
As mentioned, there would need to be an increase in water softening capacity so at

least one additional treatment unit will be required. There are grounds for cautious
optimism that the signifìcant problems with the RO system that have been experienced in
the past have been resolved; the system performance has been more stable in the last few
months. While it is too soon to draw definite conclusions, at least there is cause for
optimism that major problems are behind us. An additional consideration is that alternate
suppliers of RO treatment systems are now available and if the source of the original
problems is considered to reside with GE-Osmonics, then another supplier could be
selected to provide new equipment. The City is now working with Osmonics under a

service contract, that, while a relatively expensive operations and maintenance choice,
does provide more control on unanticipated expenses from system operation. It is
anticipated that as the system operation becomes more stable, there will no longer need to
be a need for the service contract and operational expenses will be reduced. One key fact
to keep in mind that that the large maintenance costs in the past are sunk costs and are
irrelevant to the decision as to where to go from here. However, it is also recognized that
there is no way to make precise projections as to what future operations and maintenance
costs will be.

One of the major issues with the current system relates to a consideration similar to
the firm capacity issue. Since there currently are only two RO treatment units, if one
needs to be taken ofÊline then the other cannot keep up with system water requirements.
Adding just one new unit would greatly increase the system reliability since two units
could probably keep up with water demand under most circumstances. Therefore adding
another unit should greatly reduce the number of times that un-softened or partially
softened water are put into the system.

Supplement the existing RO system with some other treatment method
This alternative is predicated on the assumption that additional water softening

capacity is required and that some other treatment option would be preferred to provide
that additional capacity. While many of the issues associated with this option are the
same as in the next option considered, namely completely replacing the RO system, there
is one very important practical issue. The presence of two different water softening
systems is not very practically efficient because water treatment plant operators would
need to be proficient in operating two completely different systems. This doesn't make
much sense from an operational point of view but could be justified if the costs were
competitive.
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Abandon the RO system and go with some other treatment method
This choice makes the presumption that the reverse osmosis system is so flawed

that it is cost prohibitive to continue to operate the current system. The major issue here
is what would the City replace it with. The obvious alternative to RO treatment is lime
softening since this is the system of choice in most communities that provide water
softening. Although Chelsea was the first city to have a RO system permitted in the state,
there are currently additional ones in operation and more in the development stage. The
apparently increasing interest in this type of treatment should be an indication of its
economic viability. However, there is conflicting information with regards to relative
costs. For the Livingston Community Water Authority (with a treatment capacity of 2
mgd or only nominally larger than the Chelsea system), the engineering consultants have
projected higher operation and maintenance costs as well as capital costs for lime
softening compared to RO treatment. Lime softening requires more operator oversight as
well as an operator with an F license, representing additional operating costs that would
not be required with the RO system. Discussions with other engineers have suggested
more nearly equal costs provided that the RO system works properly.

Another choice could be some sort of ion exchange system, preferably a weak acid
system as compared to a sodium ion exchange system for health reasons (see discussion
above under "short term"). We have been trying to get some handle on operations and
maintenance costs but know that capital costs for such a system are higher than for RO
systems. More significantly, there is not currently a permitted ion exchange system in the
State of Michigan and it is likely that there is a good reason for this. Ion exchange
systems are more common in other locations such as Northern Illinois but this is due to
the fact that the groundwaters there tend to be above drinking water standards with regard
to naturally occurring radioactivity and the ion exchange system will treat this problem.
Therefore, it is likely that these treatment systems are not the most efficient if the
radioactivity problem is not present.

Our preliminary considerations indicate that there do not appear to be clear
economic alternatives to reverse osmosis treatment plus potential issues with unproven
technology (from the state regulatory perspective). It is stressed that since the purchase,
installation, startup and training costs for our current RO system akeady have been paid,
there is a "variable cost" advantage in continuing forward with the current system versus,
investing in a new, different system. However, alternative treatment technologies should
be examined in some more detail to determine possible alternatives in the event that the
current system proves to be unreliable in the future.

Summarv

In summary, we believe the current RO system with expansion to meet increased
system demand is the preferred alternative. A more detailed analysis may identiff a
better alternative but with the information that the committee had access to, this
conclusion is justified.
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